Sub-ambient daytime radiative cooling based on continuous sunlight blocking
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ABSTRACT
Parasitic solar heating of the radiative cooler remarkably counteracts the cooling effect generated by radiative cooling. Many previous works have contributed to improving the solar reflectivity of the cooler to reduce its solar absorption, including using highly reflective film or optimized scattering effect. Herein, an easy and passive sunlight blocking strategy based on geometrical optics is applied to reduce the solar heating power of the cooler by using a ring-like shield to prevent the propagation of direct sunlight, corresponding to decoupling the cooler from solar beam irradiance. A black paint-coated cooler with strong solar absorption of over 0.9 and a porous polytetrafluoroethylene (P-PTFE) cooler with a high solar reflection of over 0.9 are fabricated to demonstrate the feasibility of the sunlight blocking strategy. Results show that radiative cooling to 3.5°C and 6.5°C below ambient temperature under average solar irradiance of 500 W m⁻² is achieved by the black paint and P-PTFE, revealing that the proposed sunlight blocking strategy contributes to efficient sub-ambient daytime radiative cooling. Theoretical analysis not only proves the effectiveness of the sunlight blocking strategy but also reveals that cooler with selective emission within the atmospheric window is more sensitive to sunlight, as well as capturing the radiative cooling performance under different conditions.
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1. Introduction

Cooling technologies are essential for human beings, not only in our ordinary life and the industry but also in the scientific research area. Focusing on cooling with clean methods, passive radiative cooling is a promising technique and has drawn remarkable attention, which can achieve a sub-ambient cooling phenomenon by rejecting thermal energy into the cold universe (~3K) [1–6], mainly relying on the transparency of the atmosphere within the 8-13 μm. Radiative cooling is a natural phenomenon and can be widely observed. For example, the frost and dew water is formed on the top sky-faced surface of the leaf even when the freezing and dew point temperatures are not reached for ambient air. This is because the sky-faced leaf radiates heat to outer space and then gets a local temperature reduction, thus reaching the freezing and dew point temperatures in the local environment [7]. Radiative cooling was previously studied at night for cooling, such as space cooling for buildings [8–11] and nighttime power generation [12–14]. Recently, sub-ambient radiative cooling is well demonstrated based on advanced optical materials [4,5,15,16], which arouse much interest in the fields of renewable energy and optical materials. Compared with common refrigeration techniques, such as vapor compression and absorption refrigeration, radiative cooling can operate passively without any external energy input and this feature makes it to be one of the promising clean cooling methods.

According to the heat transfer analysis, the radiative heat transfer mode dominates the daytime radiative cooling process, which mainly relates to solar radiation and atmospheric radiation. The absorbed solar power of the radiative cooler is in direct proportion to its solar absorptivity and incident solar power. Many efforts have been previously paid to reduce the solar absorptivity of the cooler by optimizing the materials design, such as using a highly reflective cooler and photon-scattered windshield. Generally, radiative coolers are required to highly reflect sunlight and simultaneously exhibit strong thermal emission within the atmospheric window. Raman et al. [17] designed and
fabricated a multilayered radiative cooler that can reflect 97% solar irradiance and emit strongly within the atmospheric window, and this cooler can be passive cooled to nearly 5°C below ambient air, experimentally achieving the sub-ambient radiative cooling under sunshine for the first time. Zhai et al. [18] combined a reflective silver film and a particle-embedded polymer matrix to fabricate a scalable-manufactured metamaterial for efficient sub-ambient radiative cooling with a maximum cooling power of over 90 W m⁻². Apart from using the solar reflective film, optimized scattering effects have also been developed to reflect sunlight for the radiative cooler. Mandal et al. [19] designed hierarchically porous polymer coatings using the phase-inversion-based method. The fabricated coating has a strong hemispherical solar reflection of 0.96 and high thermal emissivity of 0.97, and a sub-ambient temperature drop of 6°C is experimentally obtained. Similarly, various radiative coolers with high solar reflection and strong thermal emission have been developed, including photonic structures [20–23], porous materials [24–27], and nanoparticle-based paints [28–33].

Applying a solar-reflective infrared-transparent windshield to the top of the radiative cooler is also a feasible method to reduce the solar absorption of the cooler. Torgerson et al. [34] developed a porous polyethylene filter to reflect sunlight and transmit long-wave thermal radiation. The high solar reflection of the porous filter is contributed by the optimized scattering effect. Zhang et al. [35] proposed an optical-reflective infrared-transparent windshield for efficient sub-ambient radiative cooling during daytime. Moreover, mechanical properties [36] and thermal conductivity properties [37] are also integrated with the optical design of the windshield. The core of the above method is to design and optimize the structure of the material for spectrum management. However, tailoring selective spectrum for radiative cooler and windshield both in the solar band and atmospheric window is difficult. Coolers have different requirements in the solar band and atmospheric window, so the parameter determination of the patterned structures needs refined optical simulations and optimizations, such as using the needle method to design multilayer film [17], applying coupled machine learning and electromagnetic calculation to optimize the patterned structures [38]. Moreover, complicated and strict processing methods/equipment, such as etching for 2-dimensional structures [22,39] and multilayer deposition for multilayer films [17], are required during the sample fabrication, which is not friendly for real-world applications.

Fortunately, suppressing the solar irradiance received by the cooler on the basis of geometrical optics methods is also a possible solution to reduce the solar absorption of the cooler. Chen et al. [40] used a planar reflective plate to block direct sunlight and a curved surface to block diffuse sunlight. Combined with a vacuum environment, a solar absorptive cooler is also cooled by 40°C below ambient temperature under the sunshine. Our group also proposed a new strategy to block the sunlight by changing the relative position between the radiative coolers and the sun to reduce the direct sunlight to the cooler [41]. Experiment demonstration shows that the commercial cooler with solar absorptivity of 0.66 can also be cooled by 3.2°C on average below the ambient air when the cooler is placed back to the sun with a tilt angle of about 30°C, providing a feasible avenue for common materials to potentially achieve sub-ambient radiative cooling under sunshine. To balance the effect of tilt angles on sunlight blocking and net thermal emission, a small tilt angle of 15°C was selected for sub-ambient radiative cooling and applied in a kW-scale radiative cooling system [42,43]. Moreover, the effect of different tilt angles on radiative cooling performance was also experimentally investigated [44]. However, the sunlight blocking effect of the above methods will be weakened under some conditions, especially when the sun’s zenith angle is close to zero. To solve this issue, Bhattacharya et al. [45] propose a directional sub-ambient radiative cooling strategy by using a mobile solar shield to block the sunlight. Experimental results show a temperature of 6°C below ambient temperature and maximum cooling power of 45 W m⁻² is achieved around noontime. However, a solar tracking system is required to dynamic control the position of the mobile shield to maintain that the cooler is always covered by the shadow of the shield regardless of the sun’s position. Then, the team further propose possible sunlight blocking methods, including a non-solar-tracking solution, to reduce the effect of direct sunlight, but frequently position operation is also required and experimental demonstrations are also required.

In this work, a passive sunlight blocking strategy without a solar tracking system is proposed to prevent the propagation of direct solar radiation for sub-ambient radiative cooling under sunlight. A shade plate is applied to block direct sunlight for radiative cooler over the entire day without frequent operation for position adjustment. A commercial black paint-coated cooler and a porous polytetrafluoroethylene (P-PTFE) cooler are fabricated for experimental testing to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed strategy. Moreover, a mathematical model is developed to capture the radiative cooling performance under the strategy of direct sunlight blocking.

2. Experimental demonstration

2.1. Passive sunlight blocking strategy

The position of the sun changes with time regularly, so a shield that can block the sunlight over the whole day for radiative cooler is required for sub-ambient radiative cooling. A ring-like shield (Fig. 1a) rather than a piece of small planar shield is implemented between the sun and the radiative cooler to block the direct sunlight during the day. During the movement of the sun, a series of shadows are generated behind the ring-like shield. If the radiative cooler is fixed within the overlapped region of the shadows, direct sunlight will be successfully blocked. As shown in Fig. 1b, the view factor of the cooler to the sky is only slightly reduced after using the shield, which keeps the cooler to access the clear sky as much as possible and this is a good feature for radiative cooling when a sunlight shelter is applied. Notably, the declination angle of the sun changes for different dates (e.g., summer and winter), so the shield can change the relative position to the cooler according to the different dates for direct sunlight blocking. To further reduce the effect of the diffuse light on the sub-ambient radiative cooling performance, various existing methods, such as using reflective walls [40], can also be applied.

2.2. Material preparation

Two radiative coolers are used for experimental demonstration in this study. One is a black paint-coated cooler and the other is a porous polytetrafluoroethylene (P-PTFE) cooler. The black paint cooler is fabricated by spraying black paint on a thin copper substrate. To ensure that the substrate is fully covered by the black paint and the uniform of the paint, multiple spraying-drying operations are conducted. The natural drying process is conducted during the fabrication. The P-PTFE is fabricated by extruding porous PTFE (Smart Membrane, Xiamen) and aluminum foil together [46].

The spectral reflectivity of the black paint cooler and P-PTFE is characterized and shown in Fig. 2 to investigate their radiative properties, including solar reflection and thermal emissivity. The black paint cooler has a low solar reflection that corresponds to strong solar absorption (over 0.9), while the P-PTFE exhibits a high reflectivity (over 0.9) for sunlight. In the mid-infrared band, both the black paint cooler and P-PTFE show strong thermal emissions within the atmospheric window, respectively. The spectral reflectivity of two coolers within the solar band is measured using a UV–Vis–NIR spectrophotometer (SolidSpec-3700, Shimadzu), and a Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer ( Nicolet iS10 Thermo Scientific) coupled with a Mid-IR integrating sphere (Mid-IR IntegratIR, Pike Technologies) is applied for measurement in the mid-infrared band. The emissivity of the cooler is then determined based on the energy balance and Kirchhoff’s law. During measurement, barium sulfate and gold film are used as the standard reference for testing.
2.3. Experimental setup

Outdoor experimental testing (Fig. 3) is conducted to demonstrate the radiative cooling performance under the proposed strategy. The sunlight blocking device (Jinzhou Sunshine Technology Co., Ltd) consists of a black ring shield with a diameter of 40 cm and a width of 6.5 cm and a position control system that contains a screw rod, a scaleplate, and bolts. The metal framework is used as the support. The black paint cooler and P-PTFE are fixed in an air chamber surrounded by polystyrene foam to reduce the heat transfer between the cooler and ambient air. Reflective film is covered on the surface that is exposed to the sun and sky directly. Thin polyethylene (PE) film is placed on the top of the air chamber to decouple the cooler from ambient air, thus improving the sub-ambient radiative cooling performance.

The experimental setup is established on the rooftop of the second building of Mechanics in the University of Science and Technology of China at Hefei, China (32° N, 117° E). Thermocouples are attached to the backside of the black paint and P-PTFE to monitor the real-time temperature. A pyranometer (TBQ-2, Jinzhou Sunshine Technology Co., Ltd) is installed horizontally to measure the total solar irradiance and a pyrgeometer (TBL-1, Jinzhou Sunshine Technology Co., Ltd) is applied to record the downwelling long-wave atmospheric radiation. The wind speed is measured by a wind speed sensor (HSTL-FS01), and ambient temperature and relative humidity are measured using a portable weather station (HSTL-BYXWS). A data logger (LR8450, HIOKI) is used to record all the above data.

2.4. Experimental results

The outdoor experiment was carried out on December 20, 2021, at Hefei, China. The temperature of the black paint cooler and P-PTFE under sunshine is presented in Fig. 4a, with solar irradiance and ambient temperature plotted as references. During testing, the average relative humidity and wind speed are approximately 35% and 0.9 m s⁻¹.
respectively. Besides, the average atmospheric long-wave radiation is about 281 W m$^{-2}$. It is evidenced that the temperature of the cooler is lower than ambient temperature for the entire testing period, though black paint that has strong solar absorption, which shows sub-ambient radiative cooling is achieved, indicating the effectiveness of the proposed passive sunlight blocking strategy for sub-ambient radiative cooling. From 11:00 to 14:00, the average solar irradiance is over 500 W m$^{-2}$, and the temperature of the black paint cooler and P-PTFE are 11.7$^\circ$C and 8.7$^\circ$C, respectively, 3.5$^\circ$C and 6.5$^\circ$C lower than ambient temperature. Compared with the black paint cooler, P-PTFE has a high solar reflection that maximally prevents the intrinsic solar heating of the cooler, then further contributing to sub-ambient radiative cooling.

The temperature of the cooler under nighttime was also monitored and presented in Fig. 5. The temperature of the black paint cooler and P-PTFE during the testing period is nearly consistent and this is because the thermal emissivity property of the cooler dominates the heat transfer process under darkness and the thermal emissivity of the two coolers are similar. From 17:30 to 20:30, the temperature of the black paint cooler and P-PTFE are 6.1$^\circ$C and 6.1$^\circ$C lower than ambient temperature, demonstrating the temperature consistency. Notably, the sky condition becomes worse within 18:00 to 19:30 due to the cloud cover, which weakens the radiative cooling channel and makes the cooler temperature get a temporary rise. The cloudy sky condition can also be evidenced by the sudden rise of the atmospheric radiation curve present in Fig. 5b. To further investigate the relation between the temperature rise and atmospheric radiation rise, a dimensionless parameter is used to describe the variable of the cooler temperature and atmospheric radiation. It can be found in Fig. 6 that the change of temperature is nearly consistent with the vibration of the atmospheric radiation, indicating

\[
\frac{X - X_{\text{min}}}{X_{\text{max}} - X_{\text{min}}} (X = \text{cooler temperature or atmospheric radiation})
\]
that the increased atmospheric radiation due to the cloudy cover is the main reason for the temperature rise of the cooler in Fig. 5a.

3. Thermal analysis

3.1. Mathematical model

A theoretical model is developed to further investigate the radiative cooling performance under diffuse solar irradiance. As shown in Fig. 7, the radiative cooler absorbs diffuse solar irradiance and atmospheric radiation. Besides, the cooler radiates thermal radiation out of the cooler and has a convection heat process with ambient air. The steady-state assumption is applied during the thermal modeling.

The energy balance equation of the radiative cooler can be expressed as:

\[ Q_{\text{rad}} - Q_{\text{bs}} - Q_{\text{atm}} - Q_{\text{con}} = 0 \]  

where, \( Q_{\text{rad}} \) is the thermal radiation power of the cooler and is presented by:

\[ Q_{\text{rad}} = 2\pi \int_0^{\lambda_0} \int_0^\theta I_{\text{bb}}(\lambda, T_c) e_{\text{bb}}(\lambda, \theta) \sin \theta \cos \theta d\theta d\lambda \]  

where, \( I_{\text{bb}}(\lambda, T) \) is the spectral radiance density of the blackbody at cooler temperature \( T_c \), and \( e_{\text{bb}}(\lambda, \theta) \) is the spectral angular emissivity of the radiative cooler.

\[ Q_{\text{atm}} \] is absorbed atmospheric radiation:

\[ Q_{\text{atm}} = 2\pi \int_0^{\lambda_0} \int_0^\theta I_{\text{bb}}(\lambda, T_c) e_{\text{atm}}(\lambda, \theta) \sin \theta \cos \theta d\theta d\lambda \]  

where \( T_a \) denotes ambient temperature, \( e_{\text{atm}}(\lambda, \theta) \) is the spectral angular emissivity of the atmosphere and can be obtained by a correlation related to the atmospheric transmittance at the vertical direction \( e_{\text{atm}}(\lambda, \theta) = 1 - \tau(\lambda, 0) (\cos \theta)^{1/\cos \lambda} \), and \( a_{\text{atm}}(\lambda, \theta) \) is the spectral angular emissivity of the cooler.

\[ Q_{\text{con}} \] is convection heat transfer power from ambient air to the radiative cooler, and \( Q_{\text{bs}} \) is absorbed diffuse solar irradiance:

\[ Q_{\text{con}} = h(T_a - T_c) \]  

\[ Q_{\text{bs}} = a_{\text{eff}} G_{\text{ds}} \]  

where \( h \) denotes the overall heat transfer coefficient between the cooler and ambient air and can be estimated by a correlation that relates to wind speed \( h = 2.5 + 2v \) [3], \( a_{\text{eff}} \) is AM 1.5 solar spectrum weighted solar absorptivity of the cooler, \( G_{\text{ds}} \) is diffuse solar irradiance. Notably, if the cooler is fixed with a tilt angle, the diffuse solar irradiance can be calculated by the Perez model [47] which considers the anisotropy property of the diffuse solar irradiance on the tilted surface. In the Perez model, the effects of the incidence angles of the cone of circumsolar irradiance on the tilted surface, the circumsolar and horizon brightness coefficients, tilted angle, and diffuse solar irradiance on the horizontal surface are comprehensively considered.

The equilibrium temperature of the cooler and the maximum cooling power of the cooler are two widely used indicators to evaluate the radiative cooling performance. The equilibrium temperature of the cooler is obtained from Equation (1) and the maximum cooling power is obtained when the cooler temperature is equal to ambient temperature. Here, the maximum temperature reduction of the cooler compared to ambient temperature and maximum cooling power is used to describe the cooling performance of the cooler.

3.2. The effect of environment parameters

The maximum temperature reduction and maximum cooling power of the black paint and P-PTFE are predicted under different solar irradiance, ambient temperature of 300 K and overall heat transfer coefficient \( h \) of 6.9 W m\(^{-2}\) K\(^{-1}\) [17] are used for calculation. Atmospheric transmittance of Mid-Latitude Winter is also used for calculation [48].

As shown in Fig. 8a, the maximum temperature reduction and maximum cooling power of the black paint reduce with increased solar irradiance. It can be found that the black paint (Fig. 8a) cannot be cooled to below ambient when the solar irradiance is larger than 100 W m\(^{-2}\) due to its ultra-high solar absorptivity. In contrast, the P-PTFE (Fig. 8b) can achieve sub-ambient radiative cooling because of its high solar reflection, including Mid-Latitude Winter (ML-W), Mid-Latitude Summer (ML-S), Tropical, and US standard 1976, are selected for comparison (Fig. 9a).

The sky condition also affects the radiative cooling performance of the cooler. Four typical kinds of atmospheric transmittance profiles, including Mid-Latitude Winter (ML-W), Mid-Latitude Summer (ML-S), Tropical, and US standard 1976, are selected for comparison (Fig. 9a). During the calculation, diffuse solar irradiance is respectively set as 0, 100, 200, and 300 W m\(^{-2}\). When solar irradiance is zero (i.e., at night), the maximum temperature drop and maximum cooling power of the black paint are 8.5°C and 95.3 W m\(^{-2}\), while those for P-PTFE are 8.1°C and 90.1 W m\(^{-2}\). Notably, with the proposed sunlight blocking strategy implementation, only diffuse solar irradiance affects the radiative cooling of the cooler and the level of diffuse sunlight is generally low.

The sky condition also affects the radiative cooling performance of the cooler. Four typical kinds of atmospheric transmittance profiles, including Mid-Latitude Winter (ML-W), Mid-Latitude Summer (ML-S), Tropical, and US standard 1976, are selected for comparison (Fig. 9a). During the calculation, diffuse solar irradiance is respectively set as 0, 100, 200, and 300 W m\(^{-2}\). It can be seen that the sub-ambient cooling effect can be maintained for black paint (Fig. 9b) only under ML-W with solar irradiance of 0 and 100 W m\(^{-2}\), which is consistent with the conclusion obtained from Fig. 8a, while the P-PTFE (Fig. 9c) can obtain sub-ambient cooling under all conditions. Importantly, the ML-W condition is friendliest for sub-ambient radiative cooling because the cooler can get the lowest temperature under ML-W, when compared with other sky conditions.

The effect of the non-radiative heat transfer process is also investigated based on different overall heat transfer coefficients (i.e., \( h \)) between the cooler and ambient air. During the calculation, \( h \) is set from 3 W m\(^{-2}\) K\(^{-1}\) to 10 W m\(^{-2}\) K\(^{-1}\), which corresponds to about 0.6 m s\(^{-1}\) to 3.8 m s\(^{-1}\). As shown in Fig. 10, it can be seen that the temperature reduction of the black paint (Fig. 10a) and P-PTFE (Fig. 10b) decrease with increasing \( h \) when diffuse solar irradiance is 0, showing that radiative cooling performance is reduced due to the strong parasitic cooling loss. For P-PTFE, the temperature reduction reduces from 13.3°C to 6.6°C, when \( h \) changes from 3 W m\(^{-2}\) K\(^{-1}\) to 10 W m\(^{-2}\) K\(^{-1}\). When solar irradiance increase to 200 W m\(^{-2}\), the black paint can’t achieve sub-ambient cooling, and cooler temperature is higher than ambient temperature, so increasing \( h \) can enhance the heat dissipation of the black paint and reduce the temperature difference between the black paint and ambient air. Under diffuse solar irradiance of 200 W m\(^{-2}\), the P-PTFE can still achieve sub-ambient cooling, but performance will...
Fig. 8. Maximum temperature reduction and maximum cooling power of the (a) black paint, and (b) P-PTFE, under different solar irradiance.

Fig. 9. (a) Transmittance of the atmosphere under different profiles. (b) Maximum temperature reduction of the black paint. (c) Maximum temperature reduction of the PTFE.

Fig. 10. Maximum temperature reduction of the (a) black paint, and (b) P-PTFE, under different $h$.

Fig. 11. (a) Emissivity of broadband cooler, and (b) selective cooler, with different solar absorption.
degenerate with high values of $h$.

3.3. The effect of cooler spectrum

The cooler spectrum is the key to sub-ambient radiative cooling. Selective spectrum and broadband spectrum are widely recognized as two kinds of ideal spectrum for efficient radiative cooling. In this subsection, different spectrums that include selective infrared emission and broadband infrared emission with different solar absorptivity are analyzed and compared. The spectrums of cooler are shown in Fig. 11, which shows broadband cooler and selective cooler with solar absorption of 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50%. The maximum temperature reduction of the cooler with the above spectrums is predicted under the ambient temperature of 300 K, an overall heat transfer coefficient of 6.9 W·m$^{-2}$·K$^{-1}$, and diffuse solar irradiance of 200 W·m$^{-2}$.

It is found from Fig. 12(a) that the temperature reduction of the cooler will reduce with the increased solar absorption regardless of broadband and selective emission. Besides, the selective cooler is more sensitive to the solar absorption because the temperature reduction of the selective cooler is higher than that of the broadband cooler when solar absorption is lower than 30%, while this condition reverses when solar absorption is 40%. For instance, the temperature reduction of the selective cooler is 11.2°C under solar absorption of 0%, which is 1.8°C higher than that of the broadband cooler. When solar absorption increases to 50%, the temperature reduction of the selective cooler is 0.2°C, which is 0.8°C lower than that of the broadband cooler. This result indicates that the proposed sunlight blocking strategy may be more useful for selective coolers. Notably, the difference between the broadband cooler and selective cooler in Fig. 12a is not remarkable and this may be due to the larger parasitic cooling loss power. In Fig. 12b where the overall heat transfer coefficient is suppressed, the difference is obviously enlarged, which shows selective cooler with small solar absorption can get a lower stagnation temperature than the broadband cooler because of the selective emission property. Moreover, it can also be evidenced by Fig. 12b that the selective cooler is more sensitive to solar absorption.

3.4. Cooling performance comparison

In this subsection, a broadband cooler with 20% solar absorption is selected to evaluate the maximum radiative cooling power with and without the proposed sunlight blocking strategy. Hourly climatic data of Lhasa, China obtained from the website of the software EnergyPlus [49] is used for the simulation and is shown in Fig. 13a. It can be found that diffuse solar irradiance is small for clear sunny days and will increase on partly cloudy days. As shown in Fig. 13b, the maximum cooling power of the broadband cooler with 20% solar absorption is negative during the daytime, which indicates the cooler can’t achieve sub-ambient radiative cooling under sunlight. This is because 20% solar absorption will attribute a solar heating power of over 100 W·m$^{-2}$ and completely counteract the cooling effect generated by long-wave thermal radiation. When the sunlight blocking strategy is applied, the effect of direct sunlight is eliminated and then the maximum cooling power of the cooler becomes positive, showing that the sub-ambient cooling phenomenon is successfully obtained, even the cooler has 20% solar absorption. For instance, the maximum cooling power of the cooler with the sunlight blocking strategy is 66 W·m$^{-2}$ when total solar irradiance and ambient temperature are 788 W·m$^{-2}$ and 1.5°C, while the cooler without the sunlight blocking strategy is heated above ambient temperature with a solar heating power of 84 W·m$^{-2}$, proving the feasibility of the proposed strategy for daytime sub-ambient radiative cooling. Notably, if the diffuse solar irradiance dominates the solar radiation due

![Fig. 12. Maximum temperature reduction of the broadband and selective cooler with different solar absorption under overall heat transfer coefficient $h$ of (a) 6.9 W·m$^{-2}$·K$^{-1}$, and (b) 1.0 W·m$^{-2}$·K$^{-1}$.](image-url)
to the bad weather condition, the assistant methods, including using an infrared-reflective mirror cone or solar reflective windshields, can be coupled with the proposed strategy and still used for sub-ambient radiative cooling.

4. Conclusions

A feasible sunlight blocking strategy based on geometrical optics is proposed for radiative coolers to reduce the effect of direct solar radiation on sub-ambient radiative cooling. A ring-like shield is implemented to passively decouple the radiative cooler from the direct solar radiation that is the domination of the solar irradiance by preventing the propagation of direct sunlight. Two radiative coolers, including a black paint cooler (solar absorptive cooler) and P-PTFE (solar reflective cooler), are fabricated and spectrally tested for outdoor experimental demonstration. Experimental results show that the black paint cooler and P-PTFE can be cooled to 3.5°C and 6.5°C below ambient temperature under average solar radiation of 500 W m⁻², revealing that the proposed sunlight blocking strategy contributes to sub-ambient radiative cooling, especially for common materials with non-negligible solar absorption. Theoretical analysis also proves the effectiveness of the sunlight blocking strategy and reveals that radiative cooler with selective emission in the atmospheric window is more sensitive to sunlight, indicating that selective cooler can remarkably benefit from the sunlight blocking strategy. In summary, an easy method is demonstrated to be effective to improve the sub-ambient radiative cooling performance and promises to be used as a practical implementation.
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